


BRRRR

Glad you were 

able to come 

along, Emi!

CEO of a startup company

Keiko, Age 28



Yeah…
SWIPE

I wanted one more 

person to help in the 

demonstration

during my lecture.

College student

Emi, Age 21



My sister is…

GLANCE

…someone I 

admire.

She is the CEO of a startup company 

that developed an ordering system

that uses floating menu boards.



That's why 

I decided to 

pursue

engineering 

too, but…

Hm? What's up?

Looking so down.

Relationship 

issues?

Um…

Just kidding! It's 

about your career 

path, right?Yeah…

I was thinking about

going to grad school, 

but…



I heard going to 

grad school

doesn't get you a 

job.

You'd be too busy in your 

research

to do job hunting.

Tuition is high, 

too.

The rate of women going 

to grad school in science 

and engineering is low.

I'm not sure if I can make 

it in a mostly male 

school…

Good timing then!

IEEE might be a good 

inspiration for you.



IEEE

An academic research 

organization dedicated to 

electrical and 

information engineering

headquartered in the 

United States.

You can listen to 

other lectures, too.

Look forward to it!

BRRRR

Okay…



Senriyama University

Kansai Campus

IEEE Lecture Conference

AI for the Future

Startup Support Lecture

My sister's 

lecture

was a success!

Her project to transform 

the family dining 

experience through 

engineering technology

was inspirational to the 

engineering students.



BOW

SWIPE

FLASH

Order 

Received

CLAP
CLAPCLAP

CLAP

HAHA



I'm doing research 

on combining AI and 

business 

administration.

For example, by 

using image 

generative AI like 

this…

Combining AI and business.

It felt similar to my 

sister's project on 

changing the dining 

experience through 

engineering.



You know,

I'm a good role model

of a working woman!

Saying it yourself…

So, how was it?

Any interesting 

lectures?

Well,,,The one by 

Mr. Maneji…

CHATTER

CHATTER

CHATTER

CHATTER

Oh! "AI and Data 

Science?"

Yeah, I didn't know you 

could combine ICT and 

business like that…

Oh!



Hi! Dr. 

Maneji!

WALKS OVER

Wait, 

sis…!

My little sister was

fascinated by your 

lecture!

Oh, 

thank you.

SMILE
HE HE

The good thing about

IEEE conferences

is that you can meet

and talk with people

like this! Right?

Exactly.



Um…

You've mentioned AI can 

help with operational 

efficiency…Yes, for example…

Store clerks manage 

products in the store 

and check the 

inventory…

But with AI's image 

recognition technology,

that becomes possible 

in an instant.



We can also generate 

data

on which products sell

when and how much.

This can be applied to

marketing as well.

I see…So if you 

combine

AI and business 

administration…

Yes!

I believe in its 

potential.

…!



OKONOMIYAK
I

GULP GULP

PWHAAA!

This is the best 

part of academic 

conference trips!

Yeah…

Oh? Did it help in 

choosing your path?



Engineering can 

change work 

itself, marketing, 

the way we eat…

I realized it can 

enrich people's 

lives.

SIZZLE

I see…

Usually I'm like, 

why do I have to 

study this?

But now I have a vision

of what I should aim for.

I realized it's about

contributing to society.

So, you're…

GULP GULP



I want to study in grad 

school!

I want to be like you, a cool, 

working woman!

Well said!

Now let's eat 

this!

Another glass of 

beer, please!!

Please give us your comments. https://forms.gle/NjTo1V1yeJZCgD3e9
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